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Gold markets fell initially during the day yesterday,
finding support just below the $1230 level. Ultimately,
this is a market that continues to find buyers on these
dips as gold is a bit of a safe haven trade as of late.
The market continues to be very skittish about global
trade and of course rhetoric coming out of the mouths
of politicians, so that of course will continue to be a
major issue. Gold is historically cheap, at least looking
at the last couple of years, and it has found a bit of a
bottom underneath. Overall,  this is a market that will
continue to be erratic, as there is a lot of head wind
out there that could get in the way of either direction
for that matter. Looking at this chart, the $1200 level
is offering a major “floor”, so a break down below there
would change like, but it could perhaps even start to
move that “floor” up to the $1225 level depending on
what happens over the next several days.
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      Gold prices rose today towards a more than three-month high hit earlier this
week, as a selloff in global equities triggered safe-haven bids for the metal
amid rising political and economic uncertainties.

        Asian shares dived as hundreds of billions of dollars hemorrhaged from global
markets after a rout in tech stocks inflicted the largest daily decline on Wall
Street since 2011, wiping out all its gains for the year.

     Spot gold was up 0.3 percent at $1,237.04 an ounce, not far off Tuesday's
$1,239.68, the highest since July 17. U.S gold futures were up 0.7 percent at
$1,239.70 an ounce.

     After the massive sell-off in global equities, investors are looking for a safe-
haven shelter. They are starting to diversify and look at bullion as a means of
value maintenance, with no end in sight appearing for the bear market.

    Gold prices have gained more than 6 percent after falling in mid-August to
their lowest since January 2017 at $1,159.96 an ounce. The growing uncertainty
created from U.S-Saudi tensions and Italy's budget woes can already be
reflected across financial markets with investors avoiding riskier assets. The
risk-off environment should offer gold an opportunity to shine brightly.

      Losses were modest, however, as gold got support from investors looking for
insurance from potential further downside in stock markets after five days in
the red.

 If there is a correction, then $1,210 is a good support zone, breaching this
support may lead gold to fall further towards $1,195, which is less likely in the
current scenario.

 Gold eased as the dollar firmed and speculators
locked in profits from a more than three-month
peak hit in the previous session

 Gold prices have gained more than 6 percent
after falling to $1,159.96 an ounce in mid-August

 The dollar index versus a basket of currencies
rebounded 0.4 percent

 The most important reason is a little bit of a
rebound in the U.S dollar, which has a negative
effect on gold

 On Tuesday, the precious metal touched its highest
since July 17 at $1,239.68
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      Oil prices fell today as Asian shares plunged in the wake of Wall Street’s
biggest daily decline since 2011, while spreadbetters pointed to a subdued
start for European markets.

 Front-month Brent crude oil futures were at $75.82 a barrel, down 35 cents,
or 0.5 percent, from their last close. U.S West Texas Intermediate crude
futures were at $66.44 a barrel, 38 cents, or 0.6 percent, below their last
settlement.

     Global oil benchmarks have been hit hard since the start of Q4 2018 as
market confidence fell, because of weaker economic projections beyond2018 and a massive sell-off in global equities.

       Markets have been hit hard this month by a range of worries, including the
Sino-U.S trade war, a rout in emerging market currencies, rising borrowing
costs and bond yields.

 Weakness is also starting to show in container and dry-bulk rates which both
have come off significantly in October, pointing to a slowdown in global trade.
In oil, WTI has fallen nearly 10 percent so far this month, while Brent is down
nearly 9 percent.

     U.S commercial crude oil stockpiles rose for a fifth consecutive week last week,
increasing by 6.3 million barrels to 422.79 million barrels, the Energy Information
Administration said yesterday.

     With U.S sanctions on Iranian exports due to take effect on Nov. 4, two people
with knowledge of the matter said two Chinese state-owned refiners were not
planning to load Iranian oil for November.

The WTI Crude Oil market rallied significantly to kick
off yesterday, breaking above the $67 level, and a bit
of a “dead cat bounce”, after selling off so drastically
over the last several days. At this point the market will
continue to try to find an acceptable level, but with the
Saudi Arabians suggesting that they are going to pump
out as much crude oil as they can, it should flood the
market with the commodity. At this point, it’s
extraordinarily bearish, simply because the EIA
numbers came out rather bearish. Brent markets also
have struggled to break above the $77 level during
the day after snapping much higher. It will probably
see sellers jump back into this market, pushing it
towards the psychologically significant round number
of $75. At this point, it will continue to see the market
drift lower, but it would expect to see a significant
amount of support at $75 again.

 oil prices slumped 5 percent on concerns tied to
a weaker economic outlook

 Some relief could come from the US, where crude
production and storage levels are high

 Looming U.S sanctions on oil exporter Iran helped
support prices

 U.S crude inventories rose 6.3 million barrels,
much more than the 3.7 million-barrel increase
expected

 The world’s biggest oil and gas producers are under
unprecedented pressure to cut their reliance on energy
revenues
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 Silver futures rose in Asian trade as the dollar index backed off August 17highs, ahead of the European Central Bank's policy decisions, and beforea host of US housing, labor, and trade data later today.
 Silver futures due in December rose 0.57% to $14.76 an ounce, while thedollar index shed 0.16% to 96.28 against an array of major currencies.Global stock markets were mixed to firmer today, rebounding from solid

losses Tuesday. U.S stock indexes were lower but off their daily lows inafternoon trading.
 The ECB is expected to maintain the main refinancing rate at zero percent, andthe deposit rate at minus 0.40%, and carry on the monetary easing program untilthe end of the year at a pace of 15 billion euros a month.
 Markets also await US data on durable goods orders, expected with a 1.3% drop

in September, compared to a 4.4% increase in August. The goods trade deficitis estimated at $74.9 billion, slightly down from $75.5 billion in August, asunemployment claims are expected with a 4 thousand increase to 214thousand in the week ending last Saturday.
 Federal Reserve Governor Richard Clarida is due to speak about theeconomic outlook and monetary policy at the Peterson Institute for InternationalEconomics Luncheon, in Washington DC, while Federal Reserve Bank of

Cleveland President Loretta Mester is scheduled to speak at New YorkUniversity later today.
 There are still geopolitical issues looming over the world marketplace, including theU.S-China trade war, U.S-Saudi Arabia tensions over the murdered Saudi journalist,and Italy’s recalcitrance over forming its budget to meet European Union constricts.

Silver markets continue to be very jittery, just as the
global markets have been. Looking at this chart, it’s
obvious that there are buyers on dips. The $14.70
level has offered enough support to turn the market
right back around and crashing into the $14.80 level.
Silver is extraordinarily volatile, but it does follow the
US dollar and risk appetite. For example, if the US
dollar starts to strengthen too much, that will weigh
upon silver. However, beyond that it also see a bit of
a “flight to safety” when it comes to precious metals
overall. The $14.50 level underneath is a bit of a “floor”
for short-term investors, and they will continue to treat
it as such. The $15 level above is significant
psychological and structural resistance, so if break
above that level silver could really take off. In the
meantime, it would expect several attempts being
needed to break above there.

 Silver prices marked high 0.7 percent to $14.74
per ounce

 A strong U.S dollar on the foreign exchange
market was a bearish outside market element
working agains t the prec ious  meta ls

 December Comex silver was last down $0.088
at $14.71 an ounce

 US pending home sales are estimated to have
receded 0.1%, improving fro ma 1.8% tumble in
August

 GDP is seen up 3.4% in the third quarter, on an
annual basis
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